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ABSTRACT
The acoustical signatures as observed by an auditor on the ground are explored for
various radiating bodies. Specifically, a theory that describes the origin of sonic boonis of
two unsteady point sources and of an airplane is developed.
In 1968, Garrick and Maglieri conducted an experiment where a General Dynamics
F-106 was subjected to sinusoidal pitch oscillations. At the time, the results of the
observed sonic boom were not understood; they had expected a distorted sonic boom.
The theory presented in the present study offers an explanation of the results. An essential
point needed in order to understand their observations is the source distribution for an
acoustically radiating body. This source distribution occupies a region of space many
times the length of the airplane. Therefore, any attempts to distort a sonic boom must deal
with the grand scale of the source disUibution.
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3. INTRODUCTION
In 1947, the X-I exceeded the speed of sound, accomplishing the first manned
supersonic flight.

Within a decade, airplane manufacturers sought to develop aircraft

capable of transporting people supersonically across the Atlantic. In the early I960's.
U.S. companies, with government support, coupled their military and civil program
experience to design and develop a prototype U.S. Supersonic Transport (SST).

In

parallel, a British and French consortium im'tiated their program to build the Concorde, a
civilian supersonic transport. The Concorde flew its maiden flight in 1969, paving the way
for supersonic travel. The U.S. program was canceled in 1971 due to budget constraints
and questions about its economic feasibility.
Although the Concorde was a technical success, it has proven uneconomical.
Shortly after building a few planes, production ceased. While restricted to supersonic
flight over uninhabited areas, the Concorde could not perform its function as economically
as subsonic airplanes.
However, one step to ensure a fleet of SST's is profitable is continuous supersonic
operation, even while over land. To accomplish this the airplane must create the smallest
possible pressure perturbation. Thoroughly understanding the origin of the sonic boom
opens new avenues to potentially attenuate or eliminate the sonic boom.
This theory analyzes the sonic booms produced by non-steady sources. The goal
of modeling various non-steady phenomena is to develop an understanding of the origin of
a sonic boom.
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4. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK
In the late 1960's, NASA sponsored many experiments that sought to understand
sonic booms. Garrick and Maglieri (1968) conducted supersonic flight tests. Figure 1,
reproduced from their report, illustrates the experimental conditions present during their
tests. An F-106 flying at Mach 1.5 at an altitude of 35,000 ft was subjected to sinusoidal
pitch oscillations of 1 Hz which resulted in vertical accelerations of ±0.5 g.

The

aerodynamic lift therefore varied from 0.5 to 1.5 times the weight of the F-106, so the
strength of the source due to lift varied by a factor of 3 (the sonic boom is created from
both the volume and lift distributions of the airplane).

Figure I - A reproduction from Garrick and Maglieri's report.

Garrick and Maglieri expected the sinusoidal variation in source strength to exhibit
itself in the sonic boom heard on the ground, with a wavelength of approximately 1,500 ft.
When the data from the microphones on the groimd was processed, they did not find any
indication of the sinusoidal oscillation in the source strength. Instead, they observed the

familiar N-wave associated with supersonic flight,

with some random variations

attributable to atmospheric turbulence (Crow 1969).
The results recorded were quite puzzling. However, the present theory accurately
predicts the observed sonic boom. Realizing that the source of the sonic boom is not a
point in the sky but instead is a segment of sky several times the length of the aircraft
explains the phenomenon that Garrick and Maglieri observed.
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5. FORMULATION
The following theory of active sonic boom control is based on slender body theory
and linear acoustics. Although nonlinear effects are important, linear theory is sufficient
for preliminary understanding of the origin of sonic booms.

The coordinates are time t and the three dimensions of space,
x = {x,y.z)

(5.1)

with the origin fixed with respect to the atmosphere at some distance far fi-om the
acoustical source. The r-axis points upward with the source propagating in the (.r'.r ')
plane (primes denote the source coordinate system). The origin of time for this system is
chosen such that the source intercepts the origin of the coordinate system at time t = 0.

Pressure is the sum of the ambient pressure

and a perturbation pressure p .

p^+p(x.t)

(5.2)

Po+p(x.f)

(5.3)

and density is expressed similarly:

The ambient pressure p^ and density

are defined at the altitude of the source. The

flow velocity u(x,/)is measured relative to the atmosphere far from the source.
The fundamental equations which set the principles of linear acoustics are the
conservation of mass.
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dp
—+p„V.u = p^

(5.4)

5u _
Po—+^P = f
at

(5.5)

the conservation of momentum

and the equation of state for isentropic compression,

(5.6)
where c, is the ambient speed of sound. The scalar source on the right hand side of (5.4)
represents a distributed volume flow of fluid of ambient density, while the vector source
on the right of (5.5) is a distributed body force imposed on units of fluid.
Combining equations (5.4) through (5.6) results in an equation for the scalar
pressure perturbation (Lighthill 1952). We therefore first take the divergence of (5.5):

V'p=Vf'p^~Vu

(5.7)

Solving equation (5.4) for V • u and substituting into (5.7) gives,

ct ^

I dp
PoSt)

(5.8)

Using the relation of p and p from (5.6), solving for p and then substituting into (5.8)
gives
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(5.9)

which is an equation for the scalar perturbation pressure as a function of the distributed
sources. Specifically, the distributed sources are on the right hand side of a wave equation
for pressure.
To solve equation (5.9), consider the inhomogeneous wave equation for the
velocity potential. The solution to

(5.10)

IS

(5.11)

where R is the distance between a source location x' and the point x where <t> is
evaluated.
/? = |x-x'|

(5.12)

and /' is a retarded time.
(5.13)
Similar reasoning yields the solution of the wave equation (5.9) for pressure:
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. ,

tdq{x\t')dV'

f .

r

t

.dV

The initial and boundary conditions used to arrive at (5.14) are that the flow was zero in
the distant past and the flow is zero far from the origin, respectively.
Defining the source and force fields using slender body theory, we assume q and f
are concentrated along the (r

') plane. The essence of this approximation is that the

sources and forces are delta functions expressed in the acoustical source coordinate
system.
At this point, the formulation of the non-steady linear sonic boom theory is
complete. Note that the formulation is not restricted to supersonic speeds nor steady
flight.

Equation (5.14) solves for the pressure field created by either subsonic or

supersonic sources flying steadily or unsteadily. Specification of the source attributes
appears only in the choice of the forcing functions.
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6. VERTICALLY OSCILLATING SOURCE
The first non-steady phenomenon analyzed is a vertically oscillating point source.
As seen in Figure 2, we will Qlustrate the pressure perturbation caused by a point source
oscillating directly above an auditor.

Figure 2 - Model of a vertically oscillating point source.

The acoustical signature of a point source oscillating only in r' is found by
specifying the forcing functions in (5.14).
For this point source, there is no body force field. In general, we have
f(xV') = 0

(6.1)

q{x\t')^Q,5ix'-X')

(6.2)

and
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where Q„ is the source strength. Restricting the motion of the source to the r' direction,
we reduce (6.2) to
= 00 S^x'J 5(y') 5{z' - Z(/'))

(6.3)

where Z [ t ' ) is the function for the vertical oscillation. We account for the source's
vertical translation via S{z' - Z (/')) •
In general, the distance between the acoustical source and the auditor on the
ground is specified by
R =|x-x'| = [(.r ~ x ' f - h { y - y ' f +(r

(6.4)

For an auditor directly below the source at a distance of r =~h,
/?=|z' + A1

(6.5)

Having specified the forcing functions for our system, we can simplify the equation
for pix,t) such that
, .
{dq{x'r)dv'
pM = aJ

(6.6)

c

or

r

Integrating over x' and y', the volume integral is simplified yielding

p(w) =•

(6.10)
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To compute the desired pressure signature of the oscillating source, we must integrate
over the delta function in (6.10). However, before doing so, take the derivative in (6.10).
Without specifying Z { t ' ) ,
-^{S(z • -Z(/ •))} = S'(z • -20')) (- Z(l •))

(6.11)

where S' is the derivative of the delta function with respect to its argument. Substituting
(6.11) into (6.10), the integral would lend itself nicely to integration by parts if the
derivative of the delta function were with respect to r'. Resolving this issue,
^{5(r'-Z(<'))} = i>'(z'-Z{C)) ~ { z ' - Z [ r ) )

(5.12)

Recall the definition of the retarded time is
R
t'=t—
Co

(6.13)

Using (6.10) through (6.13), we arrive at an integral expression for the pressure
perturbation.

where

Integrating (6.14) by parts.
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f-L
p M = -Ari
^aj
5(r'-Z(r)>/r'
4;r^®J/?^ c„+Z(/')
-c
r

fl ^('') 5(:'-Z(r)>fe'
c.+Z(/')
-M;
.r

(6.15)

^ fj_ z(r)z'(<-)
M(z'-Z(r)>fe'
+ —00 f47r^''J . (c.+Z(,'))'
we obtain a one dimensional integral for the perturbation pressure. However, the integral
is not as straight forward as it may seem. The argument of the delta function is not simply
the dummy variable o f integration.

Rather, it is a function o f the retarded time, i ' .

Therefore, the explicit evaluation of the integral in (6.15) requires use of the following
identity:

(6.16)

where
,

dgU)

(6.17)

dr
Applying (6.16) to (6.15), we finally arrive at the desired solution for p { x , t )
, .
pK^,n

o.
=

c„

1

Z{t"\c.

-•

I

2(t'\

I Z(t'\7At')

(6.18)

where the right hand side is evaluated at
z' = Zit')

(6.19)
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To compute the wave forms for

the vertically oscillating point source, the

computer code found in Appendix A evaluates (6.18) for various times t given the
constraint of (6.19). At this point, we have not yet specified Z(/'). A natural choice for
periodic oscillation is a sine function because setting the frequency of oscillation to 0 Hz
sets the point source at the origin of the source coordinate system. Therefore, choose
(6.20)
Given (6.20), notice that (6.19) is an implicit equation for z' and requires root
f inding; the retarded time, t' is a function of the source's vertical position, z'. The
number of roots found in (6.19) is dependent on the Mach number of the source. The
Mach number is

(6.21)

For a subsonic source, equation (6.19) only has one root. However, for a supersonic
source, there exist times t where there are multiple roots. To ensure that the computer
code could capture any number of roots, we used a dynamic Bisection root finding
method. By monitoring sign changes of the function in equation (6.19), we could trigger a
Bisection method to zoom in on the root found by the sign change. For a given time t the
perturbation pressure is computed for each root and then added together because the
perturbation pressure was a result of integration. Hence, in the case of a supersonic
source, we may have as many as three roots, each contributing to the total, observed
pressure.
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Figure 3 illustrates the computed wave forms for a point source at 50,000 ft,
directly above an auditor. The source is oscillating at a frequency of I Hz with a source
strength ofl

s"'. As the amplitude of vertical oscOIation increases from 25 ft to ICQ ft.

notice that the maximum perturbation pressure increases by more than a factor of 4.
1.0

0.0

-1.0

0.75

0

1

t(sec)

Figure 3 - Wave forms for subsonic source with Zi = 25 ft, 50 ft. 75 ft and 100 ft.

However, with a 100 ft amplitude of oscillation, the point source is not yet
supersonic. Maintaining the same frequency of oscillation but ftirther increasing the
amplitude yields some interesting results.

Figure 4 shows a wave form for a 160 ft

amplitude; the source is sonic {Z^= 968///sec). Note the drastic change in maximum
perturbation pressure relative to Figure 3. We clearly see the shock of the source.
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1.0

0.0

-1.0
0.75

0

t

t(sec)

Figure 4 - Zi = 160 ft dearly demonstrates the shock crcated by the source.

As the amplitude of oscillation is increased to 200 ft (Figure 5), the resultant wave
form has a region of time, centered at f = 0.5 sec, before and after which there is a shock.
Within this interval, a rapid change in pressure is observed as one shock has passed and
another one is created. The pressure recovery takes place over a very small interval of
time. As a result, the auditor observes a time where there is loudness. On a different
scale. Figure 6 better illustrates the pressure recovery and ramp up between shocks.
Figure 7 illustrates the number of roots that contribute to the observed pressure. At
t = 0.5 sec for example, there are three roots, each representing virtual sources that
contribute to the overpressure.
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-1.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

t(aec)

Figure 5 - Zt = 200 ft illustrates the two shocks with the pressure recovery and ramp up in between..
1.0

KIO"®
0.5

a.

0.0

a.

-0.5

-1.0

0.25

0.5

0.75

t(sec)

Figure 6 - Zo = 200 ft on a different scale. The pressure recovery between the shocks is clear.

Figure 7 - For t = 0.5 sec, there arc three values of/'(sec) contributing to the pressure perturbation.
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7. SINUSOIDALLY MOVING SOURCE
The second phenomenon we wish to analyze is a sinusoidaily moving point source.
As seen in Figure 8, this point source is traveling in the positive .r' direction.

By

specifying the forcing functions of equation (5.14), we will compute the pressure wave
forms as created by subsonic and supersonic sources.

±Z,

Figure 8 - Sinusoidaily propagating point source.

The moving point source applies no force against the fluid around it. And hence,
the vector forcing function is zero. Therefore,
f(xV0 = O

(7.1)

q{x',t') = 00 S(y') S(x' -Ut') 5(z' -Z{x'))

(7.2)

and

Note that in equation (7.2), we accounted for the source's horizontal motion via
5(.r' -Ut'). The distance between the acoustical source and the auditor on the ground is
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^ =|x-x'|= [(x')'+(z' + A)']^

(7.3)

where, unlike the vertically oscillating source, /? is a function of .r'.
Given equations (7.1) and (7.2), the integral for the pressure perturbation is now
defined as

P(M) =

(7.4)

or

p(x,/) = ^Q„^ls{y)s(.x'-ur)s(z'-z(x'))^

a.s)

Integrating (7.5) over y', we are left with an integral equation over two delta
functions. To integrate over the two delta functions requires the following equation. For
an integral of the type
r

r

) S{g{x,y ))

)) dxdy

(7.6)

its solution is equal to

dg{x,y ) dh{x,y )
dx
dy

(7.7)

dg{x,y) dh{x,y)
dy
dx
gJl-O

where we have utilized the two dimensional Jacobian and expanded on equation (6.16)
(Crow 1997). Applying (7.7) to
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#.(«,/) = ^ Q „ - ^ ] ] j S ( x ' - U t ' ) S ( z ' - Z ( x ' ) ) d x - d z '

(7.8)

we get

|/2 + Mr' + A/(r' + /i)Z '(.x:')| J,.1' t>*-0
r* ^(t'KO

(7.9)

where M is the Mach number in the x ' direction of the source and Z'(.r') is the
derivative of Z(.r') with respect to its argument. For a sinusoidal translation in the
(.r',z') plane, define
Z(x') = ZjSin(Lr')

(7.10)

where k is a spatial wave number defined as
(7.11)
where o) is the radian frequency of oscillation and U is the source velocity.
Therefore, the derivative of Z (,t') is
Z '(x') = — Z (x') = Z , k c o ^ k x ' )

(7.12)

Unlike the vertically oscillating point source, equation (7.8) has the derivative with
respect to retarded time outside of the integral. To compute the wave forms, equation
(7.9) is solved by taking the derivative numerically; refer to Appendix B for the computer
program.
For a steadily moving point source with zero fi*equency of oscillation, the auditor
observes a wave form associated with the potential flow around the source. Though the
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potential flow is compressible, the wave form remains antisymmetric around t = 0, the
time when the source passes directly over the auditor. Figure 9 demonstrates the stated
phenomenon where the source is traveling at M =0.98 and at an altitude of 35,000 ft.
The strength of the soiu*ce is I m^ s"'. The Mach number was chosen to reduce the time
scale for the observed pressure change; wave forms similar in shape would have resulted
from lower Mach numbers. However, the vertical scale and time scale would change
appropriately. Note that negative times are simply a result of the source approaching the
auditor. At time / = 0 the source is aloft the auditor.
8.0

XlO
4.0

i 0.0

-8.0
•25

0

t(«ec)

Figure 9 - Wave form for the steady state source.
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0.015

0.01

0.00S

0

-0.01

-0.015
10.9

11.3

11.1

11.4

t(sec)
Figure 10 - Source propagating at M = 1.05 with f = 0 Hz.

Figure 10 illustrates a point source traveling at A/ = 1.05 with zero frequency of
oscillation. Note the vertical pressure scale; the resultant shock is clear as a rapid ramp-up
in pressure followed by a rapid decrease in pressure (the vertical axis for pressure was
truncated to show the pressure relaxation following the shock). In addition, observe the
time delay of the observed pressure perturbation. The pressure wave is confined to a
region behind the Mach cone of the supersonic source and hence is heard after it has
passed overhead.
Introducing vertical oscillation, the observed overpressure for small oscillation
amplitude will vary sinusoidally. In Figure 11, the source is traveling at A/ = 03 with a
vertical amplitude of oscillation of I fl and frequency of 3 Hz.
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15.0

xlO'

2.

0.0

-7.5

-15.0
0

0.75

1

0.75

1

t(SBC)

Figure 11 - Pressure waves for a sourcc at Af = 0.3. f = 3 Hz and Zi= I fi.
5.0

X
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&

-2.5

-5.0
0
t(9ec)

Figure 12 - Pressure waves for a sourcc at A/ = 0.3. f = 3 Hz and Zi = 20 ft.
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J
0

J

0.25

Jr

0.5

0.75

1

t(aec)

Figure 13 - Pressure waves for a source at Af = 0.3. f = 3 Hz and Zn = 45 ft.

As the amplitude of oscillation increases, the Mach number of the source in the
direction of the auditor increases. As a result, for a subsonic source with sufficient
amplitude of oscillation, it is possible to achieve sonic booms. Figure 12 and Figure 13
illustrate the observed change in the pressure as the amplitude, and thus, the effective
Mach number increase. With increasing

Zn,

the pressure perturbation grows substantially

untO you reach a point, as illustrated in Figure 13, where the source is creating sonic
booms. Although not evident from the previous three figures, a Doppler effect is present.
Increasing the time window for observation, a Doppler effect is clear as the source
approaches and then recedes from the auditor.
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Thus fer, we've only investigated the effects of oscillation for subsonic sources.
What happetis when the source is propagating at supersonic speeds and is subjected to
oscillation? Similar to the F-106 experiment, one might expect the perturbation pressure
to vary sinusoidally. That is, the expectation may be that the oscillation "prints through"
to the auditor on the ground.

However, this is not the case.

For small oscillation

amplitudes, the perturbation pressure is unnoticeably changed from that of a steadily
propagating source. Figure 14 illustrates the effects of oscillation compared to the steady
state case. For an oscillation amplitude of 2 ft and frequency of 0.5 Hz, the pressure
signature is unchanged on this scale from that of the steady case. However, in Figure 15
we see the small scale perturbation pressure change as a result of oscillation.

5

2.5

oi
3
a.

0

-23
26

26.5

27

273

28

t(*C)

Figure 14 - Although not noticeable, there arc two curves for a sourcc traveling at iV/=1.5. One curvc has Z; = 2 ft
with f = 0.5 Hz while the other is the steady state ease.
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0.01

0.005

a.

-0.005

-0.01

26

26.5

27

27.5

28

Ksec)
Figure 15 - Changing the vertical scale from that of Figure 14. the cffccts of oscillating the source become evident.

The wave form created from the non-steady, oscillating source in Figure 15 is the
superposition of two signals; a high frequency signal and a low frequency signal. The
superposition is the result of .r'-C/r'=0 having two roots that each contribute to the
pressure perturbation for the supersonic source. The interesting point is that both signals
originated from different points in the sky. The high frequency signal originated from a
point behind the auditor while the low frequency signal originated from a point ahead of
the auditor. The high frequency signal is heard playing forward while the low frequency
signal is heard playing backward.
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8. FORMULATION OF SINUSOIDALLY OSCILLATING F-I06 AIRCRAFT
The final phenomenon analyzed is a sinusoidally oscillating F-106 aircraft. This
model differs from the sinusoidally moving point source in that the aircraft imposes a force
against the fluid around it. Not only must we represent the aircraft via a distribution of
fluid sources but we must also represent the F-106 by a distribution of body forces. Until
this point, the vector source on the right hand side of (5.14) has been zero.
The forcing functions for the F-106 model are then
f(x' )= S(y ' ) S { z ' - Z ( x ' ) ) F { x ')e,

(8.1)

q{x',t') = S(y') 5{='-Z{x')) Q{x',t')

(8.2)

and

For equation (8.1), assuming all the lift on the aircraft comes from a planar wing, then the
force on the surrounding fluid is equal and opposite to the lift on the wing. Therefore.
F{x',t') = - ^ x ' , t ' )

(8.3)

For equation (8.2),

(8-4)

where c^Cr',/') is the fuselage cross-sectional area. The distributed sources represent a
source passing through a fixed vertical slice of space, pushing fluid aside as it travels.
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Having specified our forcing functions, recall from Section 5, the integral equation
for the perturbation pressure is

p(x,t)

= ft J dqix',t')dP"
dt'
AtiR

J

'AtzR

(8.5)

Substituting our forcing functions, equation (8.5) becomes

-c

(8.6)

c

J'SG' 'W-- ' - Z O c OM-r• ) ^

where the divergence on the second integral term simplifies to a derivative on r. Bringing
the derivative with respect to z inside the second integral term and integrating over the
delta functions further simplifies (8.6) to

dx'
• X

dx'

(8.7)

dx'
.-.Z(jr-)
where the separation distance between the auditor and a source location x' is

R

= | x - x ' | = j^(-r')" -t-(Z(,\:') + A ) ' j

(8.8)
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To analyze the effects of sinusotdaily oscillating the aircraft we define
Z { x ' ) = Z^sm{kx')

(8.9)

where k is a spatial wave number.
The pressure wave forms for the remainder of this paper are based on (8.7). By
specifying the volume distribution and the lift profile of the aircraft, we can model the
resultant pertiu-bation pressure via equation (8.7).
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9. DOMAIN OF DEPENDENCE
The integrals in equation (8.7) range over all values of x' from

negative to

positive infinity. However, to integrate (8.7) numerically, we must determine the domain
of integration.

This returns us to the posed question of the origin of the pressure

perturbation: when and where was the sonic boom created?
As was mentioned in Section 5, the acoustical sources depend on the retarded
time, t', and the dummy variable of integration, jc '. The retarded time is defined as

Figure 16 shows an aircraft, cutting a swath through the plane of source coordinates
(jcThe aircraft is not osciUating sinusoidally and its speed is constant. Therefore,
the nose and tail of the aircraft cut straight lines through the plane. The line depicting the
translation of the tail is offset from the line of the nose by the length of the airplane. From
within this swath, the source can generate pressure perturbations; this swath is called the
zone of sources (Crow & Bergmeier 1996). However, not all sources within this zone can
contribute to the sound heard by an auditor on the ground. Equation (9.1) imposes a
functional relationship between the location, x' and the time, t' of the source. The shape
of (9.1) is a hyperbola; this hyperbola is called the hyperbola of dependence (Crow &
Bergmeier 1996).
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Figure 16 - The nose and tail of the aircraft cut a swath througli
{.ri") space {from Crow & Bergmeier 1996).

Figure 17 illustrates the intersection of the zone of sources and hyperbola of
dependence for an aircraft that is not oscillating sinusoidally. The region defined by the
intersection is the set of sources that can contribute to the pressure perturbation observed
on the ground. At this point, the question "when and where did the sonic boom originate"
has been answered.

Figure 17 - Intersection of the hyperbola of dependence and the
zone of sources (from Crow & Bergmeier 1996).

Figure 18 depicts the propagation of the hyperbola of dependence as the auditor
time t advances. With increasing time, a larger and larger segment of the zone of sources
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contributes to the observed pressure.

Again, this plot is for an airplane that is not

oscillating vertically.

Figure IS - As the auditor time t advances, the hyperbola of
dependence propagates upward (Ironn Crow & Bergmeier 1996).

Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 illustrate a supersonic aircraft. However, for
subsonic aircraft, there are distinct changes to the figures.

The characteristics of the

intersection are dependent on the Mach number of the airplane, the altitude and the
auditor time t. The boundaries of the zone of sources are defined by lines of slope - l/U ,
where U is the speed of aircraft. The asymptotes of the hyperbola of dependence have
slopes ± 1/Co where
number.

is the speed of sound. The ratio of the two slopes is the Mach

For a subsonic aircraft, the zone of sources has a steeper slope than the

asymptotes of the hyperbola of dependence.

As a result, the two always overlap.

Furthermore, they overlap in one segment only. The auditor therefore always hears a
subsonic aircraft. Note that the acoustic image may not coincide with the current location
of the aircraft and may be highly elongated.
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As is illustrated in the previous three figures, for

a supersonic airplane the

hyperbola of dependence may intersect the zone of sources not at all, over one segment or
over two segments. Therefore, the auditor observes a pressure change fi-om a supersonic
source fi-om, at first, one elongating segment of sky then later on, fi-om two segments of
sky separating with advancing time
Returning to the sinusoidal oscillation of the aircraft, fi-om our definition of the
forcing fiinctions in Section 8, the source is traveling along the negative .r' axis. The
path of the aircraft nose in (xis defined firom

(9.2)

whereas the hyperbola of dependence is defined from (9.1):

t' =t

^

(9.3)

Equations (9.2) and (9.3) can be combined into an implicit equation for x ' : the
implicitness results fi-om equation (8.9) where jc' is an argument of the sine function:

c.0

(9.4)

Equation (9.4) defines the limits of integration for the nose of the airplane. That
is, for given times t, (9.4) will have zero roots until the hyperbola of dependence intersects
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the zone of sources then it will have two roots. The function that defines the limits of
integration for the tail of the airplane is

''

><"1
sin(^.r') + A)'|
Co

+L

(9.5)

where L is the length of the aircraft. Employing a Bisection root finding method, equation
(9.4) defines the limits of integration we will label as x'^ and equation (9.5) defines

.

The procedure to compute the wave forms for equation (8.7) is then, for certain
auditor times t, there exists no roots to (9.4). This is such that t <
times
t

equation (9.4) yields the limits of integration,
equation (9.4) yields limits of integration,

. However, for
to (8.7).

For

and equation (9.5) yields limits of

integration, .r . Equation (8.7) is then integrated over
(9.6)
and
.r;<x'<jc;.

(9.7)

(Crow & Bergmeier 1996)
Figure 19 illustrates the source distribution for an F-106 (Z. = 71 ft) fljdng at
A/ = li at an altitude of 35,000 fl. The pressure perturbation caused by the aircraft is
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shown as the region between the two double-valued curves. By integrating along .r', we
compute the acoustical signature of the airplane at any auditor time t .
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Figure 19 - Source distribution for a 71 ft long aircraft flying at M= 1.5 at 35.000 ft.

The critical question of the origin of the pressure perturbation is made clear from
this figure. At / = 26.85 sec, for example, the pressure amplitude is caused from sources
spanning more than 5,000 ft, a length much greater than that of the aircraft itself

At

t = 26.9 sec, for example, the sonic boom is created from two segments of sources in the
sky, separated by a distance of more than 5,000 ft.

We conclude that typical source

dimensions are much greater than that of the aircraft itself Therefore, any attempts to
attenuate the sonic boom must deal with the grand scale of the source distribution, not the
aircraft itself
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10. VOLUME AND LIFT PROFILES
Once of the limits of integration are clearly understood, one can easily solve for the
acoustical signature of the airplane.

Employing Simpson's rule of integration, we

developed two programs to compute the pressure perturbation.
The first program (Appendix C) deals with a quarter-sine wing with a half-sine lift
distribution, as is illustrated in Figure 20. For simplicity, the wing and fuselage are
assumed to be same length. Additionally, the wing is assumed flat, hence slender body
theory implies that the lift profile has the half-sine form as seen in lower part of Figure 20.

Figure 20 - Quartcr-sinc wing and halP-sinc lift aircraft with a
parabolic fuselage (Crow & Bcrgmcicr 1996).

The volume and lift distributions depend on the variables x ' and t ' , as seen in the
forcing functions (8.1) and (8.2). Therefore, we introduce
X'=x'+Ut'
a variable that traces the source positions along the aircraft.
The parabolic fuselage and lift distributions have the forms

(10.1)
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^^

^ { X ' )= 7 c R ' ^

, . TcW . ( t c X ' \
i.U') = —sm[—J

where L is the length of the fuselage,

(10.3)

is the maximum radius of the fuselage and IV is

the weight of the aircraft. Equation (8.7) involves the first time derivative of the lift
distribution and the second time derivative of the volume distribution.

Given the

symmetry of the lift distribution and fuselage profile, these time derivatives add no
complexity to the solution of (8.7). However, for our next model, a delta wing, an issue
arises for the Ufl distribution.
Figure 21 illustrates the sonic boom created by the sinusoidal aircraft flying
steadily under the following parameters:
airplane velocity {U)

1369.71 fts'

speed of sound (c^)

973.14 ft S-'

altitude {h)

35,000 ft

length of airplane (£)

71 ft

maximum radius of airplane {R„ax)

2.5 ft

weight of the airplane (W)

30,000 lb

Table I - Flight parameters for the sinusoidal airplane.

Note that the total perturbation pressure, as seen by the darkened curve, is multiplied by a
factor of two to account for ground reflection of the shock. As labeled, the two lighter
curves portray the pressure created by the volume distribution of the aircraft and the lift
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distribution of the aircraft. Their sum, multipb'ed by two, equals the total pressure. The
maximum perturbation pressure, approximately I p.s.f., is typical for an airplane of the
weight and size as specified in Table I.

Although the theory does not account for

nonlinear wave propagation, the shock wave vaguely resembles an N-wave.
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Figure 21 - Sonic boom crcated by an F-106 as modeled in Table I.

Our second program (Appendix D) models a delta wing F-106, a better
representation for the actual airplane. The delta wing airplane, shown in Figure 22, has its
fuselage and wing the same length for simplicity. Similar to the sinusoidal airplane above,
the delta wing airplane has a flat wing. Utilizing slender body theory the lift profile is as
seen in the lower portion of the figure.
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Figure 22 - Delta wing airplane with parabolic fuselage (Crow &
Bergmeier 1996).

The parabolic fuselage and lift distributions have the forms

S'iX ' ) = 7tUR

X'{L -X'Y
c-

OWY'
M X ')= B(X O - T T -

(10.4)

(10.5)

where B {X ') is a boxcar function, defined as

B { X ' )=

1, Q < X ' < L
0, otherwise

(10.6)

The boxcar function is introduced to ensure that the lift is zero everywhere except over
the length of the aircraft.
Unlike the sinusoidal airplane, the delta wing airplane introduces some complexity
for the first time derivative of the lift distribution. A delta function singularity arises at
each end of the lift profile from differentiating the boxcar function. However, since the lift
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is zero at the leading edge of the wing, the delta function contributes nothing there. These
singularities require special processing within the code.
Figure 23 illustrates the sonic boom created by the delta wing airplane flying
steadily under the following parameters:
airplane velocity (£/)

1369.71 fls'

speed of sound (c^)

973.14 fls-'

altitude {h)

35,000 ft

length of airplane ( L )

71 ft

maximum radius of airplane {R„ax)

2.5 ft

weight of the airplane ( W )

30,000 lb

Table 2 - Flight parameters for the delta wing airplane.

The total pressure, marked as the thicker line, is multiplied by a fector of two thereby
accounting for ground reflection. Tlie maximum overpressure is of the same order as that
for the sinusoidal airplane. However, note the sharp change in the lift contribution due to
the boom at the trailing edge of the wing. Here we see the strong effects associated with
the lift discontinuity.
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Figure 23 - Wave forms for the steadily flying delta wing airplane.

In summary, these wave forms, given the absence of non-linear effects, only
vaguely resemble an N-wave. However, the attributes of a sonic boom are clear: a rapid
change in pressure over a short time interval. All of the wave forms for Section 10 deal
with a steadily flying airplane. In the following sub-section, we will examine the effects of
sinusoidally oscillating the F-106 as was done in 1968 by Garrick and Maglieri.
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11. NON-STEADY EFFECTS FROM THE F-106
Recreating the conditions of Garriclc and Maglieri's 1968 sonic boom experiment
(Table 3), we see the overpressure created by the sinusoidal F-106 model (Figure 24).
Clearly, the change from the steady state sonic boom signature is minimal. Therefore,
contrary to Garrick and Maglieri's assumption that the sonic boom strength would vary
sinusoidally on the ground with a wavelength of approximately 1,500 ft, we readily see
that the sonic boom is relatively unchanged.
fi^quency of oscillation (f)

1 Hz

amplitude of oscillation (Za)

0.41 ft

Mach number (A/)

1.5

altitude (//)

35,000 fl

Table 3 - F-106 experimental conditions.

Figure 25 illustrates the origin of the boom. Both plots (Figure 24 and Figure 25)
have the same horizontal axis, auditor time t . Integrating along x ' for any given time t
produces the amplitude of the boom, as seen in Figure 24. Effectively, the gray levels
represent the sum of the three integrands in equation (8.7).

There are five levels

represented in Figure 25, with black being the most positive and white being the most
negative; the maximum source strength is 0.00036 p.s.f ft"' and the minimum is -0.00027
p.s.f ft'.

While values of the source strength are small, when summed over distances of

5,000 ft, they are capable of creating the amplitudes seen in Figure 24. In addition,
observe the ripples in the contours of the source distribution. Oscillating the aircraft
results in distorting the source, albeit insufficiendy to distort the sonic boom.

A
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26.7
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\l

26.8

26.9
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Figure 24 - Sonic boom crcatcd by sourcc in Figure 25.

t(sec)
Figure 25 - Source of sonic boom in Figure 24.
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Infbmiation that the aircraft is oscillating is transferred to the auditor on the
ground via the source distribution. Therefore, the small scale changes to the source
distribution are insufficient to change the sonic boom and hence, the auditor is unaware,
fi-om the observed sonic boom, that the airplane is oscillating. Figure 26 shows the effects
of oscillating the delta wing F-I06 model (Figure 22) under the same conditions as Figure
24. Again, there is little change to the effective sonic boom.
The relative starting position of an oscillation could potentially affect the observed
sonic boom. That is, the position of the auditor beneath the flight path is an important
consideration when observing the sonic boom created by an unsteady source. Therefore,
the effects observed in Figure 24 and Figure 26 must be compared to effects for different
phases of oscillation. Effectively, by varying the phase of oscillation we are "sliding" the
auditor along the flight path.
Figure 27 illustrates the sinusoidal F-106 model under four phases of oscillation:
0°, 90°, 180° and 270°. Clearly, the sonic boom is neither strongly affected by the
sinusoidal oscillation nor is sffongly dependent on the phase.
Figure 28 illustrates the component of the overpressure associated with the lift at
four phases of oscillation: 0°, 90°, 180° and 270°. Although the pressure perturbation is
clearly affected at any one phase by the cyclic variation in lift, by increasing the vertical
scale by fector of 10 the effect is lost. The auditor therefore is unaware that the source of
the sonic boom is oscillating.
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Figure 26 - Delta wing model orF-106 under sinusoidal oscillation.
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Figure 27 - Four phases of oscillation (0.90. 180 and 270°) for the sinusoidal airplane.
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Figure 28 - Four phases associated with the lift component of the overpressure.
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12. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have simulated the pressure perturbations associated with three
non-steady phenomena: a vertically oscillating point source, a sinusoidally propagating
point source and a sinusoidally propagating F-106 aircraft. The vertically oscillating
source and sinusoidally propagating point source both have demonstrated expected wave
forms for subsonic sources. However, when traveling at supersonic speeds, the source
exhibits complicated wave forms. For the sinusoidally oscillating F-106, the illustration of
the source which is the origin of the some boom for the is noteworthy. This source,
although comprised of small scale pressure amplitudes, has dimensions that are many times
the length of the aircraft. To attenuate or distort the resultant sonic boom from a
supersonic aircraft, control measures must deal with the grand scale of the source
distribution.
In time, supersonic travel across land will be possible.

Researchers will have

discovered ways to adequately deal with sonic booms. Understanding the source of sonic
boom will open avenues of research opportunity.

APPENDIX A - VERTICALLY OSCILLATING POINT SOURCE
'Vertically Oscillating Point Source
'4/6/97
Option Explicit
Dim freq, cO, h, rhoO, QO, ZO, A, B, eps, zstart, zend, delz, _
tstart, tend, delt. Pi, omega, t, P, found, Ptemp, _
z, fxn, old_sign_fxn, sign_fxn, old_z, R, capz, capzdot, _
capzdoubledot, XL, XR, FL, XM, root, M As Double
Sub VOPSO
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'Aero Inputs
freq = 1
cO = 1000
h = 50000
rhoO = 0.002378
Q0= 1
ZO = 200
'Root finding variables
eps =1*10'^ (-4)
'Bisection Window
zstart = -1000
zend = 1000
delz = 9.9
'Time constants
tstart = 0.48
tend = 0.52
delt = (tend - tstart) /1000
'Constants
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Pi = 4» Atn(l)
omega = 2 * Pi • freq
'Start Code
For t = tstart To tend + delt Step delt
ActiveCell.FormuIa = t
ActiveCeU.Offset(l, 0)Activate
Next
ActiveCeIl.Offset(0, l).Activate
SeIection.End(xIUp).SeIect
For t = tstart To tend + delt Step delt
GoSub Bisection_Window
ActiveCelLFormula = P
ActiveCeI1.0ffset(I, 0).Activate
Next
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Beep
Exit Sub

Bisection_Window:
found = 0
Ptemp = 0
z = zstart
fxn = z-ZO • Sin(omega *(t-h/cO-z /cO))
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
For z = zstart To zend Step delz
ficn = z - ZO * Sin(omega *(t-h/cO-z / cO))
sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
If sign_fxn o old_sign_fxn Then
found = I
A = old_z
B=z
GoSub Bisection
R = Abs(h + root)
capz = ZO * Sin(omega * (t - h / cO - root / cO))
capzdot = ZO * omega • Cos(omega * (t - h / cO - root / cO))
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capzdoubledot = -ZO * omega 2 * Sin(omega • (t - h / cO - root / cO))
P = (l/R.'^2)* ((capzdot * cO) / (cO + capzdot))
P = P + (l/R)* ((capzdoubledot) / (cO + capzdot))
P = P- (I/R)* ((capzdot * capzdoubledot) / (cO + capzdot) ^ 2)
P = -rhoO • QO / (4 • Pi) • Abs(cO / (cO + capzdot))
P = P + Ptemp
Ptemp = P
M = capzdot / cO
End If
oId_z = z
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
If found = 0 Then P = 0
Return

Bisection:
'Start Code
XL = A
XR = B
FL = F(XL)
XM = XR
Do While Abs(XM - XL) > eps
IfFL*F(XM)<0#Then
XR=XM
Else
XL = XM
End If
XM = (XL + XR) / 2
Loop
root = XM
Return 'Program VOS
End Sub
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Function F(z)
F = 2-ZO • Sin(omega *(t-h/cO-z /cO))
End Function
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APPENDIX B - SINUSOIDALLY MOVING SOURCE
'Porpoising Point Source
•2123191
Option Explicit
Dim freq, U, cO, M, h, rhoO, QO, ZO, tstart, tend, delt, Pi, _
omega, kappa, t, xl, x2, R, capz, capzdot, Pfuture, _
Ppast, Ptemp, P As Double
Dim xstart, xend, delx, x, fxn, old_sign_fxn, sign_fxn, old_x As Double
Dim found As Integer
Dim eps. A, B, XL, XM, XR, FL, root As Double
Sub PPS()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'Aero Inputs
freq = 0
cO = 973.14
M= 1.5
U = M * cO
h = 35000
rhoO = 0.002379
Q0= 1
ZO = 0.5 * 31.174 / (2 • 4 • Atn(l) freq)
'Root finding variables
eps = I » 10(-4)
'Time constants
tstart = 26
tend = 28
delt = (tend - tstart) / 2000
'Bisection Window

2

xstart = -lOOOOO
xend = 10000
delx = 500
'Constants
Pi = 4 * Atn(l)
omega = 2 * Pi * freq
kappa = omega / U
'Start Code
For t = tstart To tend Step delt
ActiveCell.FormuIa = t
ActiveCell.Offset( 1, 0).Activate
Next
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
ActiveCell.Offset(0,1).Activate
For t = tstart To tend Step delt
Let t = t + delt
GoSub Bisection_Window
Pfuture = P
Let t = t - 2 * delt
GoSub Bisection_Window
Ppast = P
t = t + delt
P = (Pfuture - Ppast) / (2 * delt)
ActiveCell.FormuIa = P
ActiveCell.OfFset(l, 0).Activate
Next
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Beep
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
Selection.End(xlUp).SeIect
ActiveCell.Offset(0, -1).Activate

Exit Sub
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Bisection_Window:
found = 0
Ptemp = 0
X = xstart
fxn = x- U»t + M* Sqr(x ^2 + iZO* Sin(kappa * x) + h) 2)
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
For X = xstart To xend Step delx
fiui = x- U*t + M* Sqr(x ^2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x) + h)
sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
If sign_fxn o old_sign_fxn Then
found = I
A = old_x
B=X
GoSub Bisection
R = Sqr(root 2 + (ZO • Sin(kappa * root) + h) 2)
capz = ZO * Sin(kappa • root)
capzdot = ZO * kappa * Cos(kappa * root)
P = I / Abs(R + M * root + M * (capz + h) * capzdot)
P = P + Ptemp
Ptemp = P
End If
old_x = X
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
If found = 0 Then P = 0
Return
Bisection:
XL = A
XR = B
FL = F(XL)
XM = XR
Do While Abs(XM - XL) > eps
If FL * F(XM) < 0# Then
XR = XM
Else

2)
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XL = XM
End If
XM = (XL + XR) / 2
Loop
root = XM
Return
End Sub
Function F(x)
F = x - U * t + M * Sqr(x ^ 2 + (ZO • Sin(kappa * x) + h)
End Function

2)

APPENDIX C - SINUSOIDAL F-I06
"N-Wave for Porpoising F-I06
'A/iom
Option Explicit
Dim N, N2, nint, foundnose, foundtail, rootcount, sign_fxn, old_sign_fxn As Integer
Dim windowxstart, windowxend, windowdelx, eps, F, phideg, g, ZO, c, U, L, h, W, _
Rmax, rhoh, rhoO, M, K, Pi, q, phi, omega, kappa, kvol, knear, kfar, _
tstart, tend, delt, t As Double
Dim fxn, x, oId_x, A, B As Double
Dim xL, xR, FL, XM, root As Double
Dim delx, pnear, pfar, pvol, plift, P, xl, x2, x3, x4, partvol, partfar,_
partnear, pintvol, pintfar, pintnear, R, tp, xi, z As Double
Sub NWavePorpoisingFl06()
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'Grid Size for N-Wave
N = 500
"Number of Integretion Steps
N2 = 500
'Bisection Window
windowxstart = -80000
windowxend = 150000
windowdelx = 100
'Root Finding Variables
eps = I * 10 (-4)
'Aero Inputs
F= I
phideg = 270
g = 0.5
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ZO = g • 32.174 / (2 * 4 • Aln(I) * F)2
c = 973.14
M= 1.5
U= M*c
L = 7I
h = 35000
W = 30000
Rmax = 2.75
rhoh = 0.0007382
rhoO = 0.0023769
'Constants
K=M'^2- I
Pi = 4 * Atn(l)
q = (rhoh*U'^2)/2
phi = Pi * phideg / 180
omega = 2 * Pi • F
kappa = omega / U
kvol = q * (Pi * Rmax / L)'^2
knear = I / (8 * L)
kfar=M • Pi/(8 •L'^2)
T Limits
tstart = 26.7
tend = 27#
delt = (tend - tstart) / N
'Start Code
For t = tstart To tend Step delt
ActiveCelLFormula = t
ActiveCeI1.0ffset(l, 0).Activate
Next
ActiveCell.Formula = tend
Selection.End(xlUp).SeIect
Selection.End(xIUp).Select
ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1).Activate
t = tstart
GoSub Bisection_Window Nose
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GoSub Bisection_Window_TaiI
GoSub NWaveTime
Do While t < tend - deit And t >= tstart
t = t + delt
GoSub Bisection_Window_Nose
GoSub Bisection_Window_TaiI
GoSub NWaveTime
Loop
t = tend
GoSub Bisection_Window_Nose
GoSub Bisection_Window_Tail
GoSub NWaveTime
Selection.End(xIUp).Select
Selection.End(xlUp).Seiect
ActiveCell.OfFset(0, - I).Activate
Beep
Appiication.ScreenUpdating = True
Exit Sub

Bisection_WindowJNose:
foundnose = 0
rootcount = 0
X = windowxstart
fxn = x + U * t - M * Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa • x + phi) + h)
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)

2)

For X = vvindowxstart To windowxend Step windowdebc
fxn = x+ U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h) 2)
sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
If sign_fxn o old_sign_fxn Then
foundnose = I
rootcount = rootcount + I
A = old_x
B= x
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GoSub Bisection_Nose
If rootcount = I Then
xl = root
ElseLf rootcount = 2 Then
x4 = root
End If
End If
old_x = X

old_sign_fitn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
Return

Bisection_Nose:
xL = A
xR = B
FL = F_Nose(xL)
XM = xR
Do While Abs(XM - xL) > eps
If FL * F_Nose(XM) < 0# Then
xR = XM
Else
xL = XM
End If
XM = (xL + xR) / 2
Loop
root = XM
Return

Bisection_Window_TaiI:
foundtail = 0
rootcount = 0
X = windowxstart
fxn = x + U * t - M * Sqr(x 2 + (ZO • Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h) 2) - L
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oId_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
For X = windowxstart To windowxend Step windowdelx
fxn = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO • Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h) 2) - L
sign_fxn = Sgn(6cn)
If sign_fxn o oIdjsign_fxn Then
foundtaii = 1
rootcount = rootcount + I
A = old_x
B =X
GoSub Bisection_Tail
If rootcount = I Then
x2 = root
Elself rootcount = 2 Then
x3 = root
End If
End If
oid_x = X
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
Return

Bisection_Tail:
xL = A
xR = B
FL = F_TaiI(xL)
XM=xR
Do While Abs(XM - xL) > eps
If FL • F_TaiI(XM) < 0# Then
xR = XM
Else
xL = XM
End If
XM = (xL + xR) / 2
Loop
root = XM
Return
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NWaveTime:
'Start Code
If foundnose = 0 Then
pnear = 0
pfar = 0
pvol = 0
plift = pfar + pnear
P = pvol + plift
Elself foundnose = I And foundtail = 0 Then
xL = xl
xR = x4
GoSub InteNWave
pvol = partvol
pfar = partfar
pnear = partnear
plift = pfar + pnear
P = pvol + plift
Elself foundtail = I And foundtail = I Then
xL = xl
xR = x2
GoSub InteNWave
pvol = partvol
pnear = partnear
pfar = partfar
xL = x3
xR = x4
GoSub InteNWave
pvol = pvol + partvol
pfar = pfar + partfar
pnear = pnear + partnear
plift = pfar + pnear
P = pvol + plift
End If

ActiveCell.Formula = pvol
ActiveCeIl-Offset(0, l).Activate
ActiveCell.Formula = plift
ActiveCell.Offset(0,1).Activate
ActiveCell-Formula = 2 • P
ActiveCell.Offset(l, 0).Activate
ActiveCell.Formula = xl / 1000
ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1)Activate
ActiveCell.Formula = x2 /1000
ActiveCell.Offset(0,1).Activate
ActiveCell.Formula = x3 / 1000
ActiveCell.Offset(0,1).Activate
ActiveCell.Formula = x4 / 1000
ActiveCelI.OfFset(l, -6).Activate
Return 'NWaveTime

InteNWave:
'Start Code
delx = (xR - xL) / N2
partvol = 0
partfar = 0
parmear = 0
x = xL
GoSub Integrand
partvol = pintvol / 2
partfar = pintfar / 2
partnear = pintnear / 2
For nint = 1 To N2 - I Step I
x = xL + nint * deLx
GoSub Integrand
partvol = partvol + pintvol
partfar = partfar + pintfar
partnear = partnear + pintnear
Next

X = xR
GoSub Integrand
partvol = partvol + pintvol / 2
partfar = partfar + pintfar / 2
partnear = partnear + pintnear / 2
partvol = partvol * delx
partfar = partfar * delx
partnear = partnear * delx
Return 'InteNWave
Integrand:
z = Z O * Sin(kappa * x + phi)
R = Sqr(x 2 + (z + h) 2)
tp = t - R / c
xi = (x + U * tp) / L
pintvol = kvol • Cos(2 * Pi * xi) / R
pintnear = (g * W * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + W) * Sin(Pi * xi) * (z + h)
pintnear = knear • pintnear / R 3
pintfar = (g * W * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + W) • Cos(Pi • xi) • (z + h)
pintfar = kfar • pintfar / R 2
Return 'Integrand
End Sub

Function F_Nose(x)
F_Nose = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x

2 + (ZO

Sin(kappa

x + phi) + h)

2)

End Function

Function F_Tail(x)
F_Tail = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h) 2) - L
End Function
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APPENDIX D - DELTA F-106
"N-Wave for Porpoising Delta F-106
•4/15/97
Option Explicit
Dim N, N2, nint, foundnose, foundtail, rootcount, sign_fxn, old_sign_fxn As Integer
Dim windowxstart, windowxend, windowdelx, eps, F, phideg, g, ZO, c, U, L, h, W, _
Rmax, rhoh, rhoO, M, K, Pi, q, phi, omega, kappa, kvol, knear, kfar, _
ksing, tstart, tend, delt, t As Double
Dim fxn, x, old_x. A, B As Double
Dim xL, xR, FL, XM, root As Double
Dim delx, pnear, pfar, pvol, plift, P, xl, x2, x3, x4, partvol, partfar,_
partnear, pintvol, pintfar, pintnear, R, tp, xi, z As Double
Dim capx, psing, psingl, psing2, zdot As Double
Sub NWavePorpoisingDeltaFl060
Application.ScreenUpdating = False
'Grid Size for N-Wave
N = 1000
"Number of Integretion Steps
N2 = 500
"Bisection Window
windowxstart = -80000
windowxend = 150000
windowdelx = 100
'Root Finding Variables
eps = I * 10 (-4)
'Aero Inputs
F= I
phideg = 0
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g = 0.5
ZO = g • 32.174 / (2 • 4 • Atn(l) • F) 2
• Z0 = 0
c = 973.14
M= 1.5
U=M*c
L = 7I
h = 35000
W = 30000
Rmax = 2.75
rhoh = 0.0007382
rhoO = 0.0023769
'Constants
k: = M ' ^ 2 - I
Pi = 4* Atn(l)
q = (rhoh * U 2) / 2
phi = Pi * phideg / 180
omega = 2 • Pi • F
kappa = omega / U
kvol = q • (4 • Rmax / L 2)
knear= l/(2*Pi*L'^2)
kfar=M/(2» Pi • L'^2)
ksing = -M / (2 • Pi * L 2)

2

T Limits
tstart = 26.7
tend = 27
delt = (tend - tstart) / N
'Start Code
For t = tstart To tend Step delt
ActiveCell.Formula = t
ActiveCell.Offset(l, 0).Activate
Next
ActiveCell.Formula = tend
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
Selection.EndCxlUp).Select
ActiveCell.Offset(0, 1 ).Activate
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t = tstart
GoSub Bisection_Window_Nose
GoSub Bisection_Window_Tail
GoSub NWaveTime
Do While t < tend - delt And t >= tstart
t = t + delt
GoSub Bisection_Window_Nose
GoSub Bisectfon_Window_TaiI
GoSub NWaveTime
Loop
t = tend
GoSub Bisection_Window_Nose
GoSub Bisection_Window_Tail
GoSub NWaveTime
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
Selection.End(xlUp).Select
ActiveCelI.Offset(0, - I).Activate
Beep
Application.ScreenUpdating = True
Exit Sub

Bisection_Window_Nose:
foundnose = 0
rootcount = 0
X = windowxstart
fxn = x + U * t - M * Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h) 2)
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
For X = windowxstart To windowxend Step windowdelx
fxn = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa • x + phi) + h) 2)
sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
rf sign_fxn o old_sign_fxn Then
foundnose = 1
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rootcount = rootcount + 1
A = oId_x
B=X
GoSub Bisection_Nose
If rootcount = I Then
xl = root
Elself rootcount = 2 Then
x4 = root
End If
End If
old_x = X
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
Return

Bisection_Nose:
xL = A
xR = B
FL = F_Nose(xL)
XM=xR
Do While Abs(XM - xL) > eps
If FL * F_Nose(XM) < 0# Then
xR = XM
Else
xL = XM
End If
XM = (xL + xR) / 2
Loop
root = XM
Return

Bisection_Window Tail:
foundtail = 0
rootcount = 0
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X = windowxstart
fxn = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h)
old_sign_fxn = Sgn{fxn)

2) - L

For X = windowxstart To windowxend Step windowdelx
fxn = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h)
sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
If sign_fxn o old_sign_fxn Then
foundtail = I
rootcount = rootcount + I
A = old_x
B= X
GoSub Bisection_Tail
If rootcount = 1 Then
x2 = root
Elself rootcount = 2 Then
x3 = root
End If
End If
old_x = X
old_sign_fxn = Sgn(fxn)
Next
Return

Bisection_Tail:
xL = A
xR = B
FL = F_TaiI(xL)
XM = xR
Do While Abs(XM - xL) > eps
If FL • F_Tail(XM) < 0# Then
xR = XM
Else
xL = XM
End If
XM = (xL + xR) / 2
Loop

2) - L
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root = XM
Return

NWaveTime:
'Start Code
If foundnose = 0 Then
pnear = 0
pfar = 0
pvol = 0
plift = pfar + pnear
P = pvol + plift
Elself foundnose = 1 And foundtail = 0 Then
xL = xl
xR = x4
GoSub InteNWave
pvol = partvol
pfar = partfar
pnear = partnear
plift = pfar + pnear
P = pvol + plift
Elself foundtail = I And foundtail = 1 Then
xL = xl
xR = x2
GoSub InteNWave
pvol = partvol
pnear = partnear
pfar = partfar
xL = x3
xR = x4
GoSub InteNWave
GoSub Singularity
pvol = pvol + partvol
pfar = pfar + partfar

pnear = pnear + partnear
plift = pfar + pnear + psing
P = pvol + plift
End If
ActiveCell.Formula = pvol
ActiveCell.Offset(0, I).Activate
If plift <= -2 Then plift = -2
ActiveCell.Formula = plift
ActiveCell.Offset(0, I).Activate
If 2 * P <= -2 Then P = -I
ActiveCell.Formula = 2 * P
ActiveCeI1.0ffset(I, -2).Activate
Return "NWaveTime

InteNWave:
'Start Code
delx = (xR - xL) / N2
partvol = 0
partfar = 0
partnear = 0
X = xL
GoSub Integrand
partvol = pintvol / 2
partfar = pintfar / 2
partnear = pintnear / 2
For nint = I To N2 - 1 Step I
X = xL + nint • delx
GoSub Integrand
partvol = partvol + pintvol
partfar = partfar + pintfar
partnear = partnear + pintnear
Next

x = xR
GoSub Integrand
partvol = paitvol + pintvol / 2
partfar = partfar + pintfar / 2
partnear = partnear + pintnear / 2
partvol = partvol * delx
partfar = partfar * delx
partnear = partnear • delx

^

Return 'InteNWave
Integrand:
z = ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi)
R = Sqr(x 2 + (z + h) 2)
tp = t - R / c
capx = (x + U * tp)
If capx > 0 And capx < L Then
pintvol = 6 * capx 2 - 6 * L • capx + L 2
pintvol = kvol * pintvol / R
pintnear = capx * (g * W • Sin(kappa • x + phi) + W) * (z +
pintnear = knear * pintnear / R 3
pintfar = (g * W * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + W) * (z + h)
pintfar = kfar * pintfar / R 2
Else
pintvol = 0
pintnear = 0
pintfar = 0
End If
Return 'Integrand
Singularity;
X = x2
z = ZO * Sin(kappa • x + phi)
zdot - Z O * kappa * Cos(kappa * x + phi)
R = Sqr(x 2 + (z + h) 2)
tp = t - R / c
capx = X + U * tp
psingl = capx • (W / 2 •" Sin(kappa * x + phi) + W) • (z + h)
psingl = psingl / (R * Abs(R - M*x + M*(h-z)* zdot))
X = x3
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z = ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi)
zdot = ZO • kappa • Cos(kappa * x + phi)
R = Sqr(x 2 + (z + h) 2)
tp = t - R / c
capx = X + U * tp
psing2 = capx • (W / 2 • Sin(kappa * x + phi) + W) * (z + h)
psing2 = psing2 / (R * Abs(R - M*x + M*(h-z)* zdot))
psing = ksing • (psingl + psing2)
Return 'Singularity
End Sub

Function F_Nose(x)
F_Nose = x + U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h)

2)

End Function

Function F_Tail(x)
F_Tail = x+ U*t-M* Sqr(x 2 + (ZO * Sin(kappa * x + phi) + h)
End Function

2) - L
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